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I. IXTRODUCTIO:N
(X, d) denotes an ultrametric space (i.e. the metric d on the set X
satisfies the strong triangle inequality d(x, y) < Max (d(x , z}, d(z, y)) for
every x, y , z E X) and F denotes a non-archimedean nontrivially valued
(rank 1) complete field. Lip (X , d) denotes the set of all F -valued functions
on (X, d) such that i) sup {1/(x)l : x E X} and ii) sup {1/(x) - / (y )l/d(x, y):
x, y E X , x* y} are finit e where I I denotes the valuation on F. Let 11 / 11 00
and 1IIIIdrespectively denote the supremum value of I in i) and ii) above.
One can easily check that Lip (X, d) is a non-archimedean Banach algebra
over F with the norm defined as 11/11= Max (11/1100, 1I/IId). In section 2 we
give some examples of Lipschitz functions. The fact that the characteristic
functions of spheres in (X, d) are Lipschitz functions plays an important
role in simplyfying the proofs in the study of Lipschitz algebras in the
non-archimedean case. In the non-archimedean case one can always
assume (Proposition 2.1) that the metric on X is bounded by 1.
Identifying the Gelfand idea ls with the multiplicative linear functionals
defined by them , :18 in the classical case one can realize the Gelfand ideal
space vlt' of Lip (X, d) as a subset of the dual space of Lip (X, d) . The
metric induced 0 n vlt' by the norm on the dual when restricted to X
coincides with the given metric on X (Proposition 3.1). 'Ve prove in
section 3 som e results on the Gelfand ideal space of the subalgebra of
the algebra of bounded cont inuous F-valued fun ctions on a zero dirnen -
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sional Hausdorff space X which are required in proving the main theorem
(Theorem 3.7) of the section that X is dense in the Gelfand ideal space
of Lip (X, d) when F is locally compact. In section 4 we prove (Theorem
4.2) that Lip (X, d) is weakly regular (see definition 4.1).
Section 5 deals with isomorphisms of Lipschitz's algebras. While
studying the classical case, Sherbert [6] has proved the isomorphism
theorem using the functions Is (see (3.1) of [6]). For the non-arohimedean
case, since these functions are not F-valued, we use the functions Is as
defined in Example 3 of section 2, in proving the isomorphism theorem
(Theorem 5.1). It may be noted further that the compacteness of the
space (X, d) is not needed to prove the theorem.
As in the classical case here also Lip (X, d) and Lip (X*, d*) are iso-
metrically isomorphic, where (X*, d*) denotes the completion of (X, d).
Hence we assume that (X, d) is a complete ultrametric space.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Mostly the notations and terminologies of this paper are as in [3].
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (X, d) be an ultrametric space. Then d'(x, Y)=
= d(x, Y)/ Max (1, d(x, y)) for x, y E X is also an ultrametric on X and
the identity map i : (X, d) ~ (X, d') is a uniform homeomorphism. Further
Lip (X, d) =Lip (X, d') and the norms on them are one and the same.
PROOF. The strong triangle inequality for d' follows easily from the
fact that if a and b are non-negative real numbers such that a cb then
a/ Max (1, a) <,b/ Max (I , b). The other two conditions for d' to form a
metric are obviously satisfied. Since d' <,d, it follows that the identity
map is uniformly cont inuous. One can easily check the uniform continuity
in the reverse direction also.
Since d' <, d, 1I111a <, 111Ia' for every I E Lip (X, d') which shows that
Lip (X, d') C Lip (X, d) as well as I1111 <, 11111' where 11·11' denotes the norm
on Lip (X , d') . Again let I E Lip (X, d). Then
1I111a- = sup {1/(x)- I(Y)l /d'(x , y): x, y E X, ~: * y}
= sup {1/(x)-/(Y) lld(x, y) .Max (1, d(x, y)): z , y EX, x*y}
= sup {Max (1/(x)-/(y) l/d(x, y), I/(x)-/(Y)I): x, Y E X, x *y}
<, Max (1I/IId, 1111100) = IIIII since I I is non-archimedean.
Hence Lip (X, d) C Lip (X, d') and 11111' <, 11/11. Thus Lip (X, d) = Lip (X, d')
and I1III = 11/11' ·
As a consequence of the above theorem we shall assume that (by
replacing d/Max (1, d) if necessary) the metric is such that d(x, y) <, ] for
every x, y E X .
REMARK . When (X, d) has discrete topology and inf {d(x, y) : x, Y E X ,
x*y} >O, Lip (X, d) =F(X) the non-archimedean Banach algebra of
bounded continuous functions from X to F . When (X, d) has discrete
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topology and inf {d(x, y): x, y E X, x#y}=O, Lip (X, d) is not complete
with respect to 11,11"". For, if it is complete then corollary 2.4 of [1] implies
that 11,11"" and 11 ·11 are equivalent. As inf{d(x,y):X,YEX,x#y}=O for
each positive integer n, there exists xn, YnEX, xn # s« such that d(xn, Yn) <
< lin. Choose lX E F and integers nt such that IlX l< I and l/nt + I <; IlXil <
< lint. Now define It=OI.tXi where Xt is the characteristic function of the
sphere of radius d(xni+1, Yn,+1) around Xni+1 . Then Ii --+ 0 in 11 ,11"" whereas
Il/ill;> I for every i. In the remaining case i.e. when (X, d) has non -discrete
topology it is clear that inf {d(x, y) : x, y E X, x #y}=O. Arguing as above
one can show that Lip (X, d) is not complete.
We now give some examples of Lipschitz functions on X.
EXAMPLE 1. Let (X, d) be an ultrametric space. Let C be a compact
open subset of X. Then the characteristic function xo of °belongs to
Lip (X, d). Clearly IIxOlloo= 1. Again
IxO(x) - xO(y)I {O if either both x, yEO or both 1= o
d(x, y) = lld(x,y) if one of x, y belong to °and the other not in °
Since ° is compact dist (0, O')=r>O. Hence IlxOlld<;l/r.
EXAMPLE 2. The characteristic functions of spheres in (X, d) belong
to Lip (X, d) . For if S.(x) is any sphere in (X, d) and X is the characteristic
function of S.(x) then it is obvious that Ilxll",,= I and one can easily check
that Ilxlld <; lie using the fact that S.(x) = S.(y) whenever y E S.(x).
As a consequence of Example 2, it follows that Lip (X, d) is a strongly
separating algebra of functions (see p. l53 of [3] for definition of strong
separation) on (X, d).
EXAMPLE 3. Let x be a fixed element of the ultrametric space (X, d)
and choose y in X , y#x. As F is non-trivially valued we can find an
01. E F such that 0 < 101. 1= 15 < 1. Then there exists a un ique non-negative
integer n such that t5n+1 <; d(x, y) < 15n or equivalently d(x, y)!5 < !5n+! <;
<;d(x, y) . Define a function Ix on X as follows
~ 0 if y=x
Ix(y) = ~ OI.n+1 if y#x.
Then clearly Il/xll"" < 1. Suppose Ix(z) = OI.n'+1 where !5n'+1 <; d(x, z)< !5n' and
n' >n. Then
I/x(Y)-Ix(z)/
d(y, z)
1000 n+1 - 01.11'+11
d(y, z)
IOI.n+1111-0I.1I '- 1I 1 1000n+11
d(y, z) = d(y, z)
since Il-OI.n '-1I1=l , F being a non-archimedean valued field. Again the
ultrametric nature of d and the choice of nand n' implies that d(y, z)=
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= d(x, y) . Hence we have
I/z(Y) - Iz(z)I = 15n+1 < d(x, y) = 1
d(y, z) d(y, z) d(y, z) .
Thus II/zlld';;; 1. This implies that Il/zlI .;;; 1.
REMARK. Note that l/z(Y) - /z(z)l/d(y, z) = 15n+1 /d(y , z)> 15.
3. GELFAND IDEAL SPACE
Let A be a non-arohimedean Banach Algebra with identity over F.
Let ,A' denote the space of Gelfand ideals (see definition 2, p. 118, [3]).
,A' can be identified with the set of non-zero multiplicative F-valued
funetionals on A. Hence ,A' can be viewed as a subset of A *, the dual
space of A. For cpE,A' we define Ilcpll 3sl!cpll= sup {lcp(a)I/llall : ai=O, a EA}=
= sup {la(cp)I/llall: ai=O,aEA} where ais the Gelfand transform ofa in A.
This defines a non-archimedean norm on ,A' and we denote the corre-
sponding metric on ,A' by fl . The topology induced by the metric fl is
stronger than the strong Gelfand topology on JI' (i.e. the weakest topology
on ,A' with respect to which all the functions a, a E A are continuous
on JI').
A non-archimedean Banach algebra A is said to be strongly semi-simple
if nM e"ll' M = {O}. It is clear that strong semi-simplicity implies semi-
simplicity. From the Remark 1 and corollary 1.2 of [4] it follows that
not every semisimple non-archimedean Banach algebra is strongly semi-
simple. When A itself is a Gelfand algebra strong semisimplicity and
semisimplicity coincide. One can without difficulty show that the Gelfand
transform a -+ a of a strongly semisimple commutative Banach algebra
A to Lip (JI', fl) is a norm decreasing isomorphism where ,A' is the
Gelfand ideal space of A.
Let x be an arbitrary element of an ultrametric space (X , d) . Set
Mz={/ELip (X, d): l(x)=O}. Then Mz is easily seen to be a Gelfand
ideal of Lip (X, d). We have nXEX M z = to}, i.e. Lip (X, d) is strongly
semisimple. The map x -+ M z is clearly a one-to-one map of X into JI'
sinee Lip (X, d) separates points of X strongly. Hence we consider X
to be a subset of ,A' and now X has three topologies viz. one induced
by the metric fl restricted to X, the relative Gelfand topology and the
given d-topology.
PROPOSITION 3.1. The metrie e restricted to X is the same as d and
the relative Gelfand topology and the metric topology are the same.
PROOF. Choose x , y E X, x i= y and keep them fixed . By defin ition
fl(x , y)= sup {IJ(cpz) -J(cpy)I/II/II} supremum taken over all non-zero func-
tions in Lip (X, d), where cpz is the multiplicative linear functional corre-
sponding to the Gelfand ideal Mz in Lip (X, d). Since J(cpz) = /(x) and
1/(x)-/(y) l/d(x, Y).;;;II/11 we have fl(X, y) -<d(x, y). Let e=d(x, y) and X be
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the characterist ic functio n of the open sphere S.(x) . Then by definition
{}(x , sv>Ix(tpx) - x(tpy)I /llxll = Ix(x) - x(y) I/llxll = I/llxll ·
Now
Ilxlld= sup {Ix(s) - X( t) I/d(s, t) : s, t EX, S # t }
= sup {I /d(s, t) : s E S.(x) , t rf S.(x) , s # t } = I /d(x , y) .
Hence Ilxll = Max (1, l /d(x,y))=I /d(x,y) since d(x,y) <; l. Thus {} (x,y) ;;;.
;;;. d(x , y ), which shows that {}(x, y )= d(x , y). Th e proof of the fac t that
the relative Gelfand topology is the same as the metric topology is exactly
on the sa me lines as the classical case.
COR OLLARY 3.2. X as a subset of vii' is closed in the metric topology
of vii'.
PROOF . F ollows immediately from the completeness of (X, d).
It is well known that if A is a commutat ive semisimple complex Banach
algebra then A has a unique norm to pology (p. 75, [5]). For commutat ive
Banach algebras over valu ed fields the analogue of this result was proved
by Giint zer (corollary 2.4, [1]). As an immediate consequence of Giintzer 's
result it follows that any commutat ive strongly semisimple Banach
algebra (non-archimedean) , in particular Lip (X, d) has a unique norm
topology .
DEFINITION 3.3. Two metrics dl and d2 on X are said to be boundedly
equiva lent if there exist positive constants K; and X 2 such that
K l d2(x , y )<;d1(x , y) <; K2d2(x, y ) for every x, y in X.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let dl and d2 be two ultrametrics on X . Let Al =
= Lip (X, dl ) and A2= Lip (X, d2) . Then Al and A 2 have the same
elements if and only if dl and d2 are boundedly equivalent .
PROOF. It is clear that if dl and d2 are boundedly equivalent then
A 1 =A2 • For the converse sup pose Al= A 2• Since Lip (X , d) has unique
norm t opology, the norms on the spaces Al and A 2 determined by dl
and d2 are equivalen t. Hence the norms on the du als Ai and A; of Al
and A 2 are also equiva lent . Thus the metries el and e2 induced by these
norms on vII~ and vII~ are boundedly equivalent. The proof is now com-
plete since el lx = dl and {}2Ix =d2.
Before we prove the main theorem (Theorem 3.7) of this sect ion we
require th e considera t ion of subalgebras of F(X) where X is a zero-
dimensional H ausdorff space which is not necessarily an ultrametric space.
I n the classical case (i.e. where th e base field is th e field of complex
nu mbers) for any algebra of fun ctions on a set X that is self-adjoint,
separates points of X and inversely closed (i.e. if l EA and I/(x)l>e >O
for all x E X imply that 1-1 E A ) it is kn own (p. 55, [2]) that (i) X is
dense in the maximal ideal space with respect to the Gelfand topology
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and (ii) when X is compact X is the same as the maximal ideal space.
For the non-archimedean version of (ii) one can refer to Theorem 3,
p. 154 of [3]. One can easily see that completeness of the normed algebra
is not used and hence with the same proof one has the following result.
THEOREM 3.5. If X is a compact O-dimensional Hausdorff space and
A is any sub algebra of P(X), the space of continuous P-valued functions
on X, containing the characteristic functions of all clopen subsets of X
and is inversely closed then X is homeomorphic to the maximal ideal
space of A.
The following result is the analogue of (i).
THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a O-dimensional Hausdorff space and F be
locally compact. Let A be a normed algebra with identity (with supremum
norm) of bounded continuous functions containing the characteristic
functions of all clopen subsets of X and inversely closed . Then X is dense
in the Gelfand ideal space J(' of A with respect to the Gelfand topology.
PROOF. Since A contains the characteristic functions of clopen sets it
separates points of X strongly . This implies that the map x --+ Afx of X
into J(' is one-to-one and therefore X can be viewed as a subset of vii'.
Let N(x, /1, h ..., In, e) be a typical neighbourhood of x E X, in the
Gelfand topology. Then by definition
N(x, ft, h ..., In, e)={y E X: Ift(x )- /i(Y)I < e, i=l, 2, .. . , n}
"
:J n li 1(S. (f;(x))).
;=1
Conversely let U be an open set in the given topology. Choose :1: E U and
e < 1. Then since X is zero dimensional there exists a clopen set V con-
taining x and contained in U. It is clear that the neighbourhood N(x, XV, e)
of x in the Gelfand topology is contained in U . From this it follows that
the two topologies on X are one and the same. P is locally compact implies
tha t vii' is compact since the algebra contains identity. Let X be the
closure of X in J('. Clearly X is compact. Let A = {I: I E A, 1=JIX},
where J is the image of I under the Gelfand transform. A contains the
characteristic functions of all clopen sets of X. For, let XV be the charac-
teristic function of the clopen set V in X. V n X is clopen in X and so
XV nX belongs to A. It is clear that XV nXIX = XV. Thus by the defini-
tion of A, XV EA. Now from Theorem 3.5 it follows that every maximal
ideal of A is of the form M x for some x EX. A and A are isomorphic as
normed algebras. Hence X = vii' . This completes the proof.
THEOREM: 3.7. Let vii' be the Gelfand ideal space of Lip (X,d). When
P is locally compact X is dense in J(' with respect to the Gelfand topology.
PROOF. When (X, d) has the discrete topology and inf {d(x, y): x, y E X
XoFy}> 0, Lip (X, d) =P(X). From corollary 2.4 of [1], it follows that 11·1100
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and 11·11 are equivalent, where II II denotes the norm in Lip (X, d). Now
Th eorem 3.6 implies that X is dense in vIt' .
Let us now assume that (X, d) has eit her discrete topology with
inf {d(x , V): x, Y E X, x #y} =O or non-discrete topology. Then Lip (X, d)
if> not complete with respect to 11 ·1100 (see rem ark preceeding Example 1
of section 2). Let Lip (X, d) denote the completion of Lip (X, d) with
respect to 11-1100 ' Let M be a Gelfand ideal of Lip (X, d) . M the closure
of M in Lip (X, d) is also a proper ideal of Lip (X , d). Thus if rp E vIt'
(the Gelfand ideal space of Lip (X, d)), it follows that I-rp(f)e is not
invertible in Lip (X, d) where e is the identity of Lip (X, d) . Hence it
follows that Irp(f) I< 11/1100 (corollary 5, p . 109, [3]) for every I in Lip (X, d) .
Now for I in Lip (X, d) the Gelfand transform j is a continuous function
on vIt' and so we have
IIJlloo= sup {lj(rp)1 : rp E vIt '}= sup {Irp(f) I: rp E vIt'} < 11/1100 = IIJIXlioo '
Let rpx be the non-zero multiplicative linear functional determined by
the maximal ideal M x , then again we have
IIJIXlloo= sup {IJ(rpx)l: x E X} < sup {IJ(rp) \: rp E vIt'} =IIJlloo.
Thus for every I in Lip (X, d) we have
(1) 1111 Xli00 = 1111100 = 11/1100
Now F is locally compact implies that vIt' is compact in the Gelfand
topology. The family {l: I E Lip (X, dn strongly separates points of .e:
and hence by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem for the non-archimedean
case (Theorem 2, p . 161, [3]) this family is dense in F (vIt') in the supremum
norm. Now for g E F (vIt') there exist s a sequence In converging to g in 11·1100 '
Then
lllglX lloo = sup {lg(x)l: x E X} = sup [llim In(X)!: x E X} =(2) = lim sup {IJn(x)l : x E X}=lim IIJnlXil=lim IIJnlloo=llglloo by (1)." n n
Therefore g = 0 on X implies that g -- 0 on vIt'.
Let X denote the closure of X in Jt' . Then, by (2),
I(X) = {f E F (Jt') : I(X) = O} = {f E F (Jt') : I (Jt') = O} = I (Jt') .
Hence it follows by Theorem 4, p. 155 of [3] that X =Jt'.
THEOREM 3.8. If F is locally compact, the Gelfand transform 1-+j
is an isometric isomorphism of Lip (X, d) into Lip (Jt', e). The image
of Lip (X, d) under this map consists precisely of all Lipschitz functions
on Jt' that are continuous in the Gelfand topology.
PROOF. Since we have already observed (second paragraph of this
section) that the Gelfand transform is a norm decreasing isomorphism
it only remains for us to prove that 11111 >11/11 . Now
II/l1a= sup {If(x)-/(y)l/d(x, y) : x, y E X, x # y}
= sup {IJ(rpx) -j(rpy)l/e(rpx, rpy) : z, y E X, x#y}<IIJlle.
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From Theorem 3.7 we have 1111100 = 11/1100 ' Thus we have
11111 = Max (11/1100 , 1I/IId) ';;;; Max (1111100 , lillie) = 11111.
Let g in Lip (vit', e) be continuous in the Gelfand topology of .e: Then
l=glX belongs to Lip (X, d) . Now 1and g coincide on X and hence on
vit' by Theorem 3.7. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 3.9. Let F be locally compact and (X, d) an ultrametric
space and vIt' the Gelfand ideal space of Lip (X, d). Then the following
are equivalent :
(i) X =..11'.
(ii) The Gelfand and the metric topologies on vIt' are the same.
(iii) (vit', e) is compact.
(iv) (X, d) is compact.
PROOF. (i) ==> (ii) follows from P roposition 3.1. Since F is assumed to
be locally compact vit' is compact (Theorem 2, p. 124, [3]) in the Gelfand
topology and hence (ii) ==> (iii) ==> (iv) follows from corollary 3.2. Again
by Proposition 3.1, (iv) implies that X is closed in vit' in the Gelfand
topology and by Theorem 3.7, X is dense in vit' and hence X = vit', thus
proving (i).
REMARK . If (X , d) is compact, X =vIt' can be independently proved
on the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3, p. 154 of [3], by choosing
spheres instead of clopen neighbourhoods, in view of Example 1 and 2.
Hence in this case Lip (X, d) = Lip (vit' , e).
When (X, d) is not compact the isometric isomorphism of Theorem 3.8
is not onto. For, by Theorem 3.9, X i= vIt'. Therefore there exists cp E vit'
cp¢:-X. (X,d) is closed in i:« , e). Hence e=dist(cp,X»O. Then the
characteristic fun ction X of the sphere of radius e/2 around cp belongs to
Lip (vit', e) and is not continuous on vit' in the Gelfand topology since
X is dense in vit' . This shows that the map is not onto.
4. WEAKLY REGULAR ALGEBRAS
DEFINITION 4.] . Let A be a non-arohimedean Banach algebra with
identity (over the non-archimedean field F). A is said to be weakly
regular if given a closed subset 0 of vit' (the Gelfand ideal space of A)
and cpo ¢:- 0 (<po E vit') there exists a in A such that a(O) = 0 and a(cpo) = 1.
REMARK. When A is a Gelfand algebra weakly regular and regular
coincide (see definition 11 on page 135 of [3]).
THEOREM 4.2. Let F be locally compact. Then Lip (X, d) is weakly
regular.
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PROOF. Let C be a closed subset of Jt' and ({JO f/: C. As the Gelfand
topology on Jt' is zero dimensional (Theorem 3, p. 125, [3]) there exists
a clopen subset V of .A' such that ({Jo E V and V n C = 0. Let U be the
complement of V in .A'. Then U is also clopen and xU E F(Jt/). F is
locally compact implies that .A' is compact in the Gelfand topology.
As the family {!: / E Lip (X, d)} strongly separates points of .A' by Stone-
Weierstrass theorem for the non-archimedcan case (Theorem 2, p. 161,
[3]) it is dense in F (.A') in the supremum norm. So we have an} such
that IIxU -}1100 < 1. This together with the non-archimedean nature of the
norm implies that I}(({J) I< 1 if ({J E V and I}(({J) I= 1 if ({J E U. Now define
a function h' on .A' as follows:
I ~ 1 if I}(({J) I = 1
h (({J) = ( }(({J) if I}(({J)1< 1
i.e, h' IU = 1 and h'l V =}, where U u V =.A' and U and V are disjoint
clopen subsets of .A'. Hence h' is continuous on .A'. Let h=h'IX, i.e.
h= 1 on Un X and is equal to / on V n X. Now if 1}(({Jx) I and I}(({JY) I
are both less than 1 then Ih(x)- h(Y)I= I/ (x ) - / (Y)I< K d(x, y ) since
}('{Jx)=/(x) and }(({Jy) =f(Y) and /ELip(X,d) . When both 1}('{Jx) I and
1}('{Jy)l are equal to 1 it is clear that Ih(x)-h(Y)I=O <Kd(x,y). When
1}('{Jx)1 = 1 and 1}('{Jv)1 < 1 then by definition of h we have that Ih(x) -h(Y)1 =
=ll-f(Y)I =lf(x)-/(Y)I <Kd(x,y) (since If(Y)I<lf(x)l=l, Il-/(Y)I=l=
= I/ (x ) - /(y)1 by the non-archim edean nature of I I).
Thus in all cases Ih(x) -h(Y)1 <:, K d(x, y) for some constant K (which
can be taken as II/lid). It is obvious that Ilhll oo < 1. In other words h belongs
to Lip (X, d). Theorem 3.7 implies that X is dense in Jt' . Then h' =h,
since they coincide on the dense subset X. Consider now the function g
defined on X as follows :
g(x) = (h(x) - 1)/(h(({Jo) - 1)
(h('{Jo) = h'('{Jo) oF 1 since ({Jo E V). It is clear that g belongs to Lip (X, d)
and g('{Jo) = 1 as well as g(C) = O. This completes the proof.
Proceeding exactly on the same lines as in Theorem 4.2 we can prove
the following
THEOREM 4.3 . Let X be a zero dimensional Hausdorff space and A
be an inversely closed subalgebra of F(X) containing the characteristic
functions of clopen subsets of X. If F is locally compact then A is weakly
regular.
PROOF. As A contains the characteristic functions of clopen subsets
of X it separates points of X strongly. Again the family {!: / E A} sepa-
rates points of .A' strongly and hence as before (Theorem 4.2) we get a
function h on X such that h= 1 on Un X and is equal to / on V n X .
Since the relative Gelfand topology and the given topology on X are
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the same (see proof of Theorem 3.6) both Un X and V n X are clopen
in the given topology of X. Thus xU n X and XV n X are in A and
hence h= xU n X +x V n X· f is also in A. Now defining g as defined in
Theorem 4.2 the requirements are met.
THEOREM 4.4. Let A be a non-archimedean Banach algebra with
identity over F . A is weakly regular if and only if the strong Gelfand
topology and the restricted hull-kernel topology on ,A' are the same.
Proof of this theorem is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 10,
p. 135 of [3]. Hence we omit it here .
5. HOMOMORPIDSMS OF LIPSCHITZ'S AI,GEBRAS
Suppose Al and A 2 are two strongly semisimple Banach algebras over
F and T : Al -+ A 2 is a non-trivial algebra homomorphism. Then T is
cont inuous (Proposition 2.3, [1]) . If .4; and .4~ are the Gelfand ideal
spaces of Al and A 2 respectively, then T induces a continuous function
T: J(~ -+ ,A;, defined by (TqJ)(f)=qJ(Tf) for qJ E,A~ and f E AI . One can
easily check that T is well defined and cont inuous on ,A~ in the topology
induced by the norm on the dual A; as well. Further T is onto implies
that T is one-to-one and T is onto implies T is one-to-one as can be easily
checked.
In the case where Ai is taken to be Lip (Xi, dt), i = 1, 2 (we assume
as before that dt < 1), we have
THEOREM 5.1. Let F be locally compact. (i) T :Lip (XI , dl ) -+ Lip (X 2 , d2 )
is an isomorphism into if and only if the induced map T: ,A~ -+ ,A; is
onto and satisfies the condition f!1(TqJ, TqJ') <:Xf!2(qJ, qJ') for some constant
X and qJ, ip' E ,A~. (ii) Let T be an isomorphism of Lip (Xl, dl ) into
Lip (X2, d2) . Then T is onto if and only if T is one-to-one and satisfies
the condition f!2(qJx, qJy) <:X' (!1(TqJx, TqJy) for some constant X' and x, y E X 2.
PROOF. (i) Suppose T is an isomorphism of Lip (Xl, dt) into Lip (X2, d2) .
Let qJ, qJ' E ,A~ . Then
f!1(TqJ, TqJ') = IJTqJ - TqJ'll = sup {ITqJ(f) - TqJ'(f)I/l lflJ : f 'l= 0, f E Lip (XI, dl )}
= sup {lqJ(Tf) -qJ'(Tf)I/II/IJ : 1'1= 0, f E Lip (Xl, dl )}
<: !22(qJ , qJ')IITII
since
IqJ(Tf) -q/(Tf)1 <: sup {lqJ(g) -Ip'(g)I/llgll : g E Lip (X2, d2)} · IITfll<:
<: !22(qJ, Ip'HITIH/II·
We shall now show that T is onto. Suppose it is not so. Since both
,A; and ,A~ are compact (F being locally compact) and T is continuous,
f!(,A~) 'I=,A; is compact in ,A; and hence is closed in ,A;. Choose qJo E,A~
and Ipo ¢ T(,A~). Then there exists I E Lip (Xl, dl ) such that }(lpo) = 1 and
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l(T(vlt;)) = 0, by Theorem 4.3. For every x E X2 (T!)(x) = rpx(Tf) = npx(f) =
=l(Trpx) = O. But ! =I=- 0 on Xl, since otherwise by Theorem 3.7, ! = 0
on vR'~, a contradiction. Thus! =I=- 0 on Xl, whereas T! =0 on X 2 , a
contradiction to the hypothesis on T.
Conversely suppose T is onto and satisfies the condition l!l(Trp, Trp') <:
<Ke2(rp, rp') for sp, tp' E .e; K constant. Now
IIT!lloo= sup {1(Tj)(x)l: x E X 2}= sup {lrpx(Tf) I: x E X 2}=
= sup {ITrpx(f) 1: x E X 2}< sup {ll(Trp)l: rp E vlt;} <:1111100'
Again for all x, y E x2, X=Fy
IT!(x) - T!(y)lld2(x, y) = Irpx(Tf) -rpy(Tf)l/e2(rpX' rpy) (by Proposition 3.1)
= ITrpx(f) - Trpy(f)!/e2(rpX, rpy)
<:Kll(Trpx) - l(Trpy)1l{!l(Trpx, Trpy)
and hence T! E Lip (X2, d2). It is easy to check that T is a homomorphism.
Since we have already observed that in general T is onto implies that
T is one-to-one, it follows that T is an isomorphism of Lip (Xl, dl) into
Lip (X2 , d2 ) .
(ii) We have already observed that in general T is onto implies that
T is one-to-one. Define e; on vR'; as follows: e;(rp, rp')=el(Trp, Trp'). e; is
clearly a metric on .e; Put d;=e;IX2. Now consider the family {(Ix : x E X2}
as defined in Example 3 of section 2. Since gx E Lip (X2, d2), for y, z E X 2,
Y=FZ, Igx(Y) -gx(z)I/d;(y, z) = IT!(y) - T!(z)l/el(Trpy , Trpz) where T! =gx (T is
onto by hypothesis) and! E Lip (Xl, dl). Hence !flx(y)-gx(z)l/d;(y, z)=
= 11(Trpy)- l(Trpz)IJl!l(Trpy, Trpz) < 00 since 1 is in Lip (vR'~, ell. Thus gx E Lip
(X2 , d;) for every x E X 2• From the remark in Example 3 of section 2
we have
Igx(y)-gx(z)l>b~(y,z) for some O<b <1.
'I'his implies that lJd2(y, z)/d;(y, z)< 1I111el . Therefore for y , z E X 2, e2(rpy, rpz) =
= d2(y , z) <:(1IJllel/lJ)d;(y, z) = (1IJilel/b)el(Trpy, Trpz).
Conversely suppose T is one-to-one and satisfies the condition viz.
e2(rpy, rpZ)<:K'el(Trpy, Trpz) for some constant K' and y, z E X 2. Then we
can define e; on vii; as before. T is an isomorphism implies that T is onto
and satisfies the condition el(Trp, Trp') <:K e2(rp , rp') for some constant K
and for rp,rp' E .e; In particular we have el(Trpll,Trpz)<:Ke2(rpy,rpz). Thus
1IKd;(y, z) <:d2(y , z) <:K'd;(y, z). This implies that a; and ~ are boundedly
equivalent on X 2. Therefore by Proposition 3.4 Lip (X2, d2) = Lip (X2, d;).
(They have the same elements). Let! be in Lip (X2 , ~). Since T is one-
to-one and onto we can define a function g in Lip (Xl, dl) as follows
g(x) =Ar1(rpx)). Clearly Tg=!. This completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY 5.2. If (Xi, dd , i = 1,2 are compact then T : Lip (Xl, dl)~
~ Lip (X 2, d2) is an isomorphism onto if and only if the induced map T
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is such that for some positive constants K and K'
K 'd2( x , y) < d1(7:x , 7:y) <K~(x , y).
PROOF. Since Xt's are compact Xi =..4~ and ei=di, i= 1,2.
As an immediate consequence we have
COROLLARY 5.3. Let (X, d) be a compact ultrametric space. Then
every automorphism T of Lip (X, d) is of the form ('1.'j)(X) = j(-cx) for all
x E X and j E Lip (X, d), where 7: is a homeomorphism of X satisfying
K 'd(x, y) < d(7:x , 7:Y) <Kd(x, y) for some positive constants K and K'.
The authors wish to express their sincere thanks to Dr. G. Rangan and
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